Incorporating Natural Energy Medicine into your Practice.
Why Natural Energy Medicine?
(Part 2)

Because Natural Energy Medicine is a vital therapy for treating today’s health issues. What are you
treating in your office or home? What health care issues are you dealing with today? Are they the same
issues as they were 50 to 100 years ago?
When my father began his chiropractic practice in 1951 a quality chiropractic adjustment resolved the
majority of the issues his patients presented with. Since then I have been told that science introduces
about 8,000 new petrochemicals each year into our environment. If that is true then we have to live with
about half a million new additional toxic petrochemical pollutants today that did not exist when I was
born. Not to mention all the radiation pollutants such as computers, cell phones, wireless systems in
the work place and our homes, telecommunications and satellite transmissions etc. I am also told that
we are exposed to more of these damaging radiation pollutants every few seconds than people were
exposed to their entire lifetime a 100 years ago.
Then we have the corruption of our food industry. Diet sweeteners, food additives of all forms, GMOs,
synthetic nutrients, and the list goes on and on.
Then we have to remember the thousands of drugs that become more powerful every day that are
introduced into our lives. Of course the FDA then removes most of them as the law suits from injury
become greater than the sales of the drugs. Of course you don’t actually have to take these drugs to
suffer from their toxicity as these drugs along with all of the other petrochemical pollutants are recycled
in our water system re-polluting all of us again and again.
And we can’t forget the number of genetically engineered pathogens we have today that did not even
exist 60 years ago that the body has little natural immunity to. Pathogens such as Lyme and West Nile
just to name a couple.
If a child died of cancer when I was a baby it would have made worldwide news and today it is the
leading cause of death for children and we are not shocked by that fact. Autism is out of control, one
child out of 65, and soon it will be rare to have a child that does not have autism to some degree, in
fact we may already be there. Dementia and heart disease are expected by a certain age and we
consider that normal.
60 years ago these were rare, 100 years ago they were unheard of.
Question: If most of today’s diseases and their causes did not exist 60 years ago why are we still using
the same therapy that we developed over a hundred years ago to treat them?
Do we even still need these old therapies? Of course we do because we still suffer from the same
illness and injury as we always have. But they are no longer the primary issues of today’s new health
problems. What are you doing to treat today’s new health issues?
Many people will take exception to this statement and say medicine has developed many new drugs
every year for the past 100 years. How can you say they are stuck 100 years behind time? I say “Exactly
my point”. They started with drugs and surgery over a hundred years ago and that is still where they
are stuck today. It is not because they don’t know any better, they are just not willing to change their
standards to the current research. It is unfortunate but I believe the AMA today still can’t accept that too
many drugs are part of the problem, not part of the solution.

Health care organizations are seldom run based on Current True Science! In 1947 they discovered that Rutin
was the most powerful antithrombotic (anti heart attack and stroke) compound ever discovered. In 2012 Harvard
researchers stated that “Indeed, if scientists had tried to design a clot-preventing molecule, they could scarcely
have created one more perfect than Rutin.” They come to this conclusion after testing 5,000 compounds for their
ability to block the action of a key protein involved in the formation of vessel-clogging blood clots. Not only this
but that Rutin could not only treat but also prevent both types of blood clots that were platelet-rich and Fibrinrich or clots in both veins and arteries. And to top that off they stated that it was totally safe with no adverse side
effects of abnormal bleeding of cuts or bruises. I am sure that this is why we hear of the medical community
consistently recommending Rutin, a component of the Vitamin C complex, over the old fashion aspirin or
Coumadin drugs that have serious side effects and seldom prevent the reoccurrence of blood clots and
cardiovascular disease. Oh, you have not heard them saying this either? Again, health science is not dictated
by current medical discoveries regardless of how many times they discover it.

Alternative health care is not much better. We have accepted some new forms of care but none are
considered standards of care. We do accept LLLT as an acceptable form of care: But it has been around
for over 60 years and the chiropractic profession has still not accepted it as a standard of care for our
profession. Even worse, our colleges are teaching infrared laser therapy as the method of choice, and
infrared is as allopathic as Morphine. At the same time downgrading true LLLT that is a physiological
dose of care that we claim to believe in.
The chiropractic profession is still lacking in its concept of nutrition or all of the nutrition research that
has been going on for the past hundred years. We are still over fed and undernourished and no health
care profession says a word about it.
So the real Question is: What is the cause of today’s health crises and how do we start to resolve it?
We are bombarded all day long with chemical and energy pollutants that continuously corrupt the
information and energy in the body. This article will cover what I believe to be the worst environmental
pollutant that exists today and exists in all of the above mentioned toxins, Frequency Pollution. Almost
all of the new energy stresses to our health are derived from technology, and today’s technology is
based on information and information is delivered with electronics, especially on wireless
transmissions. This surrounds the body with many different forms of energy which are all pulsed at
specific frequencies.
Our body requires precise information, information management and the ability to communicate that
information to all parts of the body to function properly. All of these functions rely on coherent light of
specific wavelength also called the frequency of light along with the resonant frequencies of every cell,
tissue, and function of every part of the body. In short, the body runs on frequencies.
Since our technology was designed off of the human body it also utilizes frequencies for all of its
functions. Unfortunately the frequencies utilized in our technology are highly toxic to the body because
they do not match or resonate with the frequencies the body utilizes.
Then, these energies and frequencies are transmitted at very powerful levels because we want to stay
in touch 24 / 7 with the internet, phones, etc. Almost daily they keep delivering more information at
higher rates of speed, greater combinations of frequencies, at higher power.
The body has natural firewalls to protect its subtle but very complex energy and frequency functions
from all natural forms of insult. However, what I believe to be the greatest forms of frequency pollution
are the personal electronic devices. It is bad enough that we live 24 hours a day bathed in toxic
frequencies but when we surround our heads (our central nervous system) and our bodies with
extremely powerful transmissions of toxic frequencies the body has little ability to protect itself.
And even though this is probably the greatest form of frequency pollution it is still just one form of
frequency pollution that leads to frequency or information corruption in the body. Food also has
frequencies. Good food has resonate frequencies that are highly beneficial to our health. However, the
majority of what we eat today has been corrupted by artificial sweeteners, toxic preservatives, flavor
enhancers, pesticides, herbicides, drugs, food additives that are not even food and we haven’t even

began on all of the air pollutants that we are breathing in every day. All of these toxic products have
their own toxic frequencies that corrupt our body’s physiological frequency based health.
Today’s health issues are caused by energy and frequency (information) corruption that we do to
ourselves. In fact we would riot in the streets if someone tried to take it from us. I have a 2 year old
great grandson that can pick up a tablet and run it faster than I can. When I asked how he can do that
it was explained to me this way. People develop their multilingual language skills up through about 9
years old. After this it continually becomes more and more difficult to learn additional languages and
almost impossible to actually become bi or multi lingual. Our current electronic methods of
communication are documented as a true language which means that our kids are being raised with
true bilingual language skills. Which explains why I am technology challenged. This should scare us as
adults because our children prefer the electronic language over personal face to face communication.
As adults we have only been subjected to these toxins for the past decade at this level. Whereas our
kids and grandkids are exposed to it from the day they were conceived. It has even become part of
their developmental language skills which means it becomes a part of their world which will lead to not
only a significantly higher use of this technology but also a myriad of true communication deficits. What
will happen when no one in developed countries can properly communicate with each other face to
face? Our children will be exposed to this energy corruption from the time their brains and nervous
system is being developed before they are even born through the time when they have children of their
own and we have no idea what the long term effects of this will be to the generations to come or how
many generations it will take until the damage from these toxins are fully realized.
Of all the world problems that we are concerned with today the greatest threat to our nation and the
world should be the declining health, cognitive dysfunctions and loss of communication skills of our
children. Yet I have never heard anyone talk about it as a problem. In fact most believe that the future
generations will become more gifted, healthier and better off than ever before. Really, have they never
looked at the epidemic rise in autism and that is only one small health issue that faces our next
generation? One of the greatest problems is frequency corruption, and it will take therapeutic frequency
to resolve it.
If you are not utilizing therapeutic frequency energy you are not addressing the health issues of today.
If you are not using Natural Energy Medicine for prenatal care, how do you expect a fetus to develop a
normal nervous system? If you and your patients are not utilizing a high quality Natural Energy Medicine
therapy system on a regular basis then you are not even keeping up with the toxic frequency stresses
much less gaining on them. Natural Energy Medicine is mandatory for every health care provider and
every patient that wants to develop and maintain a high quality of health in today’s frequency toxic
environment.
The next article will be about how to treat yourself and your patients on a daily basis so that you can
keep ahead of the daily energy and frequency insults.
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